
Urine
Specimen Collec�on

Please note the following guidelines regarding the urine collec�on - the 
correct collec�on is important for achieving unaltered laboratory results!

Instruc�ons

Safety Precau�on:

All collec�on tubes must be 
labeled with your full name. 

Unlabeled samples cannot be 
analyzed!

Your kit includes:

The solu�on in the transport tube is harmful. If the solu�on contacts your skin or eyes,
wash thoroughly with water. Seek immediate medical a�en�on if swallowed.
Keep this kit out of the reach of children.

1 Return shipping bag
1 Urine cup
1 Transport tube
1 Pipe�e
1 Specimen bag
with absorbent pad

IMPORTANT: REGISTER YOUR KIT FIRST
Your sample will NOT be processed unless it is registered.



Do not urinate for at least 1 hour
before collec�ng your urine
specimen.

Do not cleanse the genital area.

First-catch urine specimens are
used to test for STDs.

If the urine specimen cannot be
transferred immediately, it can be
stored at 2°C to 30°C for up to 24
hours.

Please note

Place tube into specimen bag with

properly sealed.

For shipping, place everything
together in the return envelope and 
send it back to our lab. 
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Immediately transfer urine into the
transport tube using the provided
disposable pipe�e.

Use care to avoid splashing of
contents. If urine is spilled on the
outside of the tube, it must be
cleaned before shipment.
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It may be necessary to pipe�e urine
from cup to tube more than once in
order to achieve the correct fill
volume.

The correct volume of urine has been
added when the fluid level is between
the two black lines on the tube label.
Do not overfill or underfill.
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Tightly re-cap the transfer tube to
prevent leakage. Invert the tube 5
�mes to ensure mixing of specimen
and reagent

Discard collec�on cup and pipe�e
and lable the transfer tube.
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Wash hands with soap and water.
Open the urine collec�on cup. Be
careful not to touch the inside of the
container.

Collect the first part of the urine into
the urine collec�on cup. Fill the
container about 1/3 full.
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the absorbent pad. Ensure bag is


